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The Visual
Fundamentals

Unravel complexity. Approach your problems in a different way.
A challenge made easy with a simple concept: make it visual. Follow 
Deloitte’s 5-day training programme to guide your way into visual thinking. 

Complex problem-solving, judgment and decision-making skills are key for today’s professionals 
in order to achieve strategic objectives. The Visual Fundamentals training helps you to further 
develop these skills as you learn to take a different approach towards unraveling complexity. 

The methodology
We will work with one project (per professional or per organization) divided into phases. We 
start by delving into our information to determine our purpose and scope. Then we create a 
visual representation. Continuous iteration will take place to test whether the right choices are 
being made. The goal is to map out the problem, unravel complexity and in the final phase, 
clearly communicate the issue at hand.

Ready to start your journey?
The Deloitte Designing Insight Team specializes in incorporating visualization within 
organizations, training professionals and creating effective visual communication for
complex issues. The team operates based on a scientific framework that has proven
the benefits of visualization.
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